
YEARS
KICK-START WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
CROATIAN SUMMER SALSA FESTIVAL, ROVINJ 2024

Antoni & Belen Azael & Julia Lisa & YorkAlan & Jessica M-Power teachers

improver

advanced
all

intermediate

MONDAY 10/06

ADRIS 2ADRIS 4 ADRIS 1

SALSA/MAMBO CUBAN &
AFRO-CUBAN

Delve into the subtleties of 
partner connection. Learn 

techniques to enhance your 
communication, 

responsiveness, and synergy 
with your dance partner, creating 

a harmonious and enjoyable 
dance connection. 

CONNECTED HARMONY
IN SALSA ON1

Luis & Ana

Explore the rhythmic realms of 
Cuban rumba, from soulful Yambú 
to playful Guaguancó and dynamic 
Columbia. Immerse yourself in the 
captivating stories, rhythms, and 
cultural nuances, delving into the 

Afro-Cuban heritage within Cuban 
Rumba.

CUBAN RUMBA ODYSSEY:
Yambú, Guaguancó, Columbia

Maykel Fonts

Discover the art of graceful salsa 
on2 dancing. Elevate your style 

with refined body movement 
and partner connection, creating 
a sophisticated presence on the 

dance floor. 

SALSA ON2
Elegance in Motion

Jose & Nerea

Master the art of salsa on1 with a 
focus on precision and flawless 
execution. Enhance your dance 

flow, perfect your timing, and 
amplify the joy of salsa through 

refined techniques.

SALSA ON1- PRECISION IN
MOTION: Quality of Movement

Luis & Ana

Dive into the lively world of 
Guaguancó, a flirtatious Cuban 

Rumba style. Learn the 
seductive footwork and playful 

interplay that defines this 
rhythmic dance.

CUBAN RUMBA:
Guaguanco Fundamentals

Maykel Fonts

Delve into the core movements, 
isolations, and expressive 

techniques that define Afro-Cuban 
styles. Explore the rich cultural 

roots, rhythmic foundations, and 
dynamic body articulations that 
infuse authenticity and soul into 

your dance.

AFRO-CUBAN BODY
MOVEMENT FUNDAMENTALS

Jorge & Indira

ADRIS 6

M-POWERBACHATA

PARTNERWORK MUSICALITY
From listening to feeling the 

beats

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

 FUSION BACHATA
Lisa & York

MASTERING DIFFERENT STYLES
From the lively Dominican flow to 
the sensual basics - dive into the 

world of the bachata hip 
movement. Meet the technique of 
each style and learn to apply these 

rhythmic styles with ease.

BACHATA HIP MOVEMENT 
Azael & Julia

 BODY ISOLATION MASTERY
Discover the art of leading and 

following specific body 
movements while mastering 

their flawless execution.

BACHATA SENSUAL TECHNIQUE
Antoni & Belen

YOUR DANCE - YOUR 
SYMPHONY

Kickstarting with confiedence 
and style

Learn to interpret, lead, and 
follow the song's beginnings and 
the melodic parts of the music.

BACHATA INTRO
Antoni & Belen

 WAVES & HEAD ROLLS
Techniques for making it smooth 

and fluid with a touch of grace.

SENSUAL BACHATA
Azael & Julia

15:00 
-

16:00

16:15 -17:15

17:30 -18:30

18:45 -19:45

SHOW HALL

13:45 
-

14:45

TUESDAY 11/06

ADRIS 2ADRIS 4 ADRIS 1

SALSA/MAMBO CUBAN &
AFRO-CUBAN

ADRIS 6

M-POWERBACHATA

SHOW HALL

Dive deep into the rhythmic intricacies 
of salsa dancing as we explore timing 

variations on1, on2, contratiempo, and 
the son clave. Unleash your musicality 

and elevate your dance by 
understanding the nuances of each 

timing style, enhancing your ability to 
connect with the music and express 

yourself on the dance floor.

SALSA TIMING FUNDAMENTALS:
On1, On2, Contratiempo, and Clave

Jose & Nerea 

Embark on a captivating journey 
through Cuban dance history, tracing 

the rhythmic transitions from the 
elegant Danzón to the vibrant energy 

of Mambo. Explore the cultural 
nuances and connections that have 
shaped these iconic dance forms in 

the heart of Cuban tradition.

FROM DANZÓN TO MAMBO:
A Cuban Dance Journey

Jorge & Indira

Explore techniques behind turns 
and spins in salsa, both solo and 

with a partner. Gain control, 
improve balance, and add flair to 
your turns, elevating your salsa 

experience.

SPIN LIKE A PRO
Luis & Ana

Explore the artistry of Mambo 
dancing - from foundational 

steps to advanced footwork, this 
syllabus session is crafted to 
enhance your Mambo skills, 

ensuring you move with 
precision, style, and confidence 

on the dance floor.

MAMBO SYLLABUS
Jose & Nerea 

Explore foundational movements and 
enchanting rhythms rooted in Orisha 

traditions. Delve into the rich tapestry 
of Afro-Cuban culture, connecting 

spiritually through each step and beat. 
Honor sacred roots by incorporating 
the power of Orisha movements into 

your dance expression.

CUBAN ORISHA:
History & Fundamentals

Maykel Fonts

Step into the vibrant world of Son 
Cubano, exploring its rhythmic 

essence and lively partner 
interactions. From fundamental 

steps to cultural insights, this class 
invites you to groove to the soulful 

beats of Cuban music.

SON CUBANO INTRODUCTION:
Dance to the Heartbeat of Cuba

Jorge & Indira

SPICING UP MOVES
Kicks, tricks & dynamics TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

 FUSION BACHATA
Lisa & York

EMPOWERING LEADERS & 
FOLLOWERS WORLDWIDE 

Dive into essential partnerwork 
dynamics - from positions and grips 

to weight transfers. Master the art of 
leading and following through body 
movement, and discover the breath 

of dance in every step.

BACHATA UNIVERSAL TECHNIQUE
Antoni & Belen

IMPROVING STYLE & ATTITUDE
Jessica & Alan

 BACHATA
Azael & Julia

Building Your Dance Core

URBAN BACHATA FOUNDATIONS
 

Jessica & Alan

Dancing in harmony with your 
partner and the space

BACHATA SOCIAL TIPS
Antoni & Belen

OVERCOMING COMMON 
PARTNERWORK CHALLENGES
Dive deep into mastering turns and 

figures while craving that extra flavor. 
Uncover precise techniques for 

expressing style through your entire 
body, guaranteeing confident leading 

and following with a magnetic attitude.

MADRID STEP VARIATIONS
Mastering all the combinations 

of this foundational move

13:15 
-

14:15

14:30 -15:30

15:45 -16:00

16:15 -16:30

12:00 
-

13:00

18:00 - 21:00
DJ York & DJ Dimen5ions

Sunset Bachata Cruise

Luis & Ana Jose & Nerea Maykel Fonts Jorge & Indira

TBA


